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Abstract

Although visualizing evolutionary algorithms
often provides very speci�c and unique chal-
lenges, it is not necessary to always reinvent
visualization techniques from scratch. In-
stead we can often look to existing general
visualization techniques for help in creating
our own speci�c visualization tools. This pa-
per provides a brief overview of several exist-
ing techniques for visualization.

1 INTRODUCTION

Visualizing evolutionary algorithms (EAs) provides
very speci�c and unique challenges, due to the enor-
mous amount of information that needs to be exam-
ined, and due to the high multidimensionality of the in-
formation. Also, often that information is discrete (for
example, in EAs that use discrete representations),
presenting further di�culties. However, rather than
reinvent the proverbial visualization wheel, we can of-
ten look to existing general visualization techniques for
help in creating our own speci�c visualization tools.

Visualization does not operate in a vacuum. One hand,
theoretical and empirical considerations drive what we
want to visualize. On the other hand visualization can
provide new insights, which inuences the theories we
want to develop and the experiments we want to per-
form. The purpose of this short abstract is to provide
a quick overview of several existing techniques for vi-
sualization. A much more thorough overview can be
found in Wegman and Carr (1992).

2 COLOR

Color is a very useful mechanism for adding a dimen-
sion to almost any visualization technique. Care must

be taken if the added dimension is ordered, since the
color palette has no natural order. In these situations,
gray scale or saturation provides the necessary order-
ing (Tufte, 1990).

One use of color is to paint each individual of an EA
at generation 0 a unique color. Cloning creates an
individual with the same color and recombination cre-
ates individuals with multiple colors (if the two parents
have di�erent colors). Mutation paints an allele white
(no ancestral individual is colored white). Thus, this
coloring mechanism allows the user to monitor the sur-
vival of original ancestral material. Interestingly, dif-
ferent recombination operators lead to di�erent losses
in ancestral material. There is no theoretical explana-
tion for these results, so this provides a nice example of
how visualization can suggest a need for new theories.

3 GLYPHS

One useful technique for displaying multidimensional
data is through the use of \glyphs". Glyphs are small
icons that change appearance according to the data
they represent. A glyph is drawn for each multidi-
mensional data point. Commonality and di�erences
in the features of the glyphs can help illustrate impor-
tant structures in the original data. Fienberg (1979)
provides an overview of di�erent forms of glyphs. Two
popular forms are \star plots" and \Cherno� faces".

Star plots (also called \sunower plots") are points
with spokes emanating from the points. If there are n

dimensions then there are n spokes, and the length of
each spoke represents the magnitude of one variable.

A more complex example of glyphs is called a Cher-
no� face, in which each data point is represented with
a stylized drawing of a human face. The size, shape,
and separation between parts of the face (e.g., the size
and shape of the eyes or their separation) represent the
magnitude of the di�erent variables. The motivation



for Cherno� faces stems from the fact that humans
are excellent at di�erentiating between and recogniz-
ing human faces. One nice extension of this work uses
\Cherno� bodies" (Bob Daley, personal communica-
tion) to describe combinations of behavioral features
of coevolved agent strategies. With Cherno� bodies
the icons have bodies with arms and legs, in addi-
tion to faces. Because the application involved agents,
features in the Cherno� bodies map semantically to
obvious behavioral characteristics of the agents. For
example, skinnier bodies meant that the agents were
more e�cient about getting to their goal.

4 PROJECTION TECHNIQUES

Another useful technique for displaying multidimen-
sional data is to project that data into a much smaller
subspace (generally of one, two, or three dimensions),
in the hope that various multidimensional structures
will reveal themselves in lower dimensions.

One projection technique is called \Andrews curves"
(Andrews, 1972), in which each data point is mapped
to a curve in 2-D space. This technique is useful be-
cause multidimensional points that cluster together
will tend to have curves that lie close together.

Another projection technique simply projects the mul-
tidimensional data into a 2-D plane (de�ned by two
orthogonal vectors). Smoothly rotating the 2-D plane
(equivalently, rotating the data) causes the data points
to smoothly move in the 2-D plane, often revealing
unusual structures within the multidimensional data.
\Grand tour" (Asimov, 1985) techniques attempt to
traverse the space of all rotations, with little overlap.

Unfortunately, grand tour techniques are time con-
suming, since the space of all rotations is extremely
large. An alternative is to automate the procedure for
\interesting" projections of the data. This is referred
to as \projection pursuit" (Crawford and Fall, 1990).
Projection pursuit makes use of a �tness metric that
describes the interestingness of the current projection,
and then hill-climbs the space of projections, looking
for locally optimal projections. I would propose that
this would be an interesting application for an EA, es-
pecially a speciating EA (e.g., Spears, 1994) that could
simultaneously �nd numerous good projections.

5 PARALLEL COORDINATES

The rationale for projection techniques is that it is im-
possible to view multidimensional data when the co-
ordinate axes of the space are orthogonal. However,
an alternative solution is to use parallel coordinate

axes (Wegman, 1990). Each multidimensional point
(x1; :::; xn) is drawn by plotting x1 on axis 1, x2 on
axis 2, etc., creating a broken line representation for
each point. One nice consequence is that the transfor-
mation of points from Cartesian coordinates to par-
allel coordinates is a highly structured mathematical
transformation, and hence mathematical objects are
mapped to mathematical objects. For example rota-
tions in Cartesian space become translations in parallel
coordinate space.

An extension of this technique for time varying data
is to animate a parallel coordinate plot, redrawing
the multidimensional points as they change over time.
This has been especially useful in our investigations of
how the \column mass" of a Markov chain of an EA
changes over time (Spears and De Jong, 1996).
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